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Readers of Experiment Station literature are familiar with the 
fact that Professor Herbert W. Mumford, of the Department of An-
imal Husbandry of the University of Illinois, is investigating the 
question of the production of meat. Also that Dr. H. S. Grindley, of 
the department of Chemistry in the same institution, in co-opera-
tion with the Office of Exp~riment Stations of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, has given much attention to the nutritive 
value and digestibility of meats, as ipfluenced by the different 
methods of cooking. It is but fair to say that the impulse to the 
investigations recorded in these pages was given by that work. 
Considerable emphasis is put in these days upon the nutritive 
value and cost of meats. It seems desirable that the cooking of 
meats should be studied with the same care, for while good cook-
ing may not make a good steak from an inferior one there is no 
question that tons of good meat have been rendered unfit for food 
by improper cooking. 
With the time and money at their disposal the investigators 
realized that only a beginning could be made in so large a subject. 
However, as no comprehensive study of the cooking of meats could 
be made until certain preliminary work had been done, it seemed· 
worth while to make the beginning in the hope that later an op-
portunity would be found to continue the investigation. 
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PRELIMINARY WORK. 
Before beginning the actual work with the meat it was deemed 
advisable to consult the literature on the subject in order to deter-
mine what had been attempted and what actually accomplished. 
The results thus obtained were very largely negative. One was 
forced· to the conclusion that however old the practice of cooking 
may be the science of it is yet in its infancy; not that cook-books 
are lacking, but their statements are indefinite and contradictory. 
Great confusion evidently prevails as regards terms, temperature, 
methods, and utensils. One author recommended a "quick'' en, 
another a Hslow'' one, with no explanation of either term, and 
quite ignoring the fact which Mrs. Abel mentions, that the only 
temperature which the ordinary housewife knows is that of boiling 
water. The use of closed and. open pans for roasting, is recom-
mended with equal zeal. 
Nor is this lack in knowledge wholly the fault of the cook. 
The means for securing accurate work with the stoves, ranges, 
ovens, and utensils now upon the market are not all that could be 
desired. For instance how is any cook expected to be able to make 
a definite statement about what i~ going on inside the average 
oven, .as now constructed 7 The much lauded oven . thermometer 
"which can be placed in the door of any oven,'' by actual test with 
a good chemical thermometer showed a deviation of from ·50 to 100 
degrees from the standard. It requires ' rare intelligence indeed to 
tell what is going on inside a black iron box, by looking at the 
outside of it. 
The ordinary housewife can hardly be expected to show the 
skill which a New Orleans newspaper attributes to the experienced 
baker, "who can tell what the temperature of the oven is by touch-
ing the handle of the oven door." Doubtless unusual skill is ac-
quired by a baker specialist as well as a nerve specialist, but the 
manifold duties of the average housekeeper do not permit of too 
great specialization in any one line. 
Another surprise which the study of the literature revealed, 
was the small amount of space allotted in the average cook-book 
to the cooking of meats. As is to be expected, much emphasis i 
put upon the importance of meat in the diet; and. quite careful di 
rections are given !"or the selection of meats; but in general th 
methods of preparation are disposed of rather quickly. 
As a result of this survey of the literature of meats it was de 
cided to work at the problem of time, temperature, and utensils· 
their connection with a single method of cooking; namely, roasting 
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While not agreeing with the statement of' one author that, 
"any body can learn. to cook but one must be born a roaster,"-
this particular phase of the work was selected because of the neces-
sity for definite knowledge concerning it and because it is compara-
tively easy to control the conditions under which the roasting is 
done. 
In all cases the work was done in ovens in ·which the temper-
ature not only of the oven but also of the meat could be determined 
by chemical thermometers , So the results · recorded in these pages 
are practically a study of temperatures in connection with the 
roasting of meats. . • 
A more extended study will doubtless modify these results, but 
these are the lines of work in which information is needed and it is 
believed that the data given will afford helpful suggestions. 
An intelligent public sentiment is the most effective agent for 
bringing into the kitchen more scientific methods of work and 
better standards for the results to be attained. 
R EFERENCES. 
An excellent summary of the literature available on the sub-
ject of the cooking of meats and the losses entailed thereby is given 
by Dr. Grindley (a). In these references comparatively little at-· 
tention seems to have been given to temperature. 
The following references are among the most important avail-
able upon the subject of temperature: (b) 
The French inventor-Papin-seems to enjoy the distinction. 
of being one .of the first men of scientific attainments to work at 
the problems involved in the cooking of meats. He found time to 
invent the Papin soup digester, which is still in use. 
Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford, was chiefly interested 
in the stu'dy of heat and· economy of fuel. He devised a roaster 
which Mr~ Edward Atkinson says did not succeed because at that 
time there was no cheap fuel which could be used in heating his 
roaster. Mineral oil had not then been discovered. 
W. Mattieu Williams, in his "Chemistry of Cookery'' discusses 
Count Rumford's roaster, together with the differences between 
roasting and baking; the use of thermometers; the question of 
ventilated and unventilated ovens. He says, "Practical experience 
(a) U. S. Dept. Agr. Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 102 , pp 5, 6. 
, (b) The 'fo llowing formula will be found he lpful in changing F ahrenheit . 
reading to Centigrade and vice versa: 
~ (F -32)=C. 
~ (C+ 32)=F. 
has 'Confirmed my theory that the meat ~hould be COoked t/•l fb 
-action ·of radiant heat projected towards it from all sides, whife· it. 
·is imme'l'sed in an atmosphere nearly saturated with it~ own vapor· 
. . . . . . . . . Always keeping in view that the primary problem in 
roastin-g is to raise the temperature throughout to the cooking heat 
without-de,tswation of the natural juices of the meat and applying 
to this pro,blem the ' laws of vapor diffusion, it is easy enough t() 
understand the theoretical advantages of roasting in a closed oven, 
the space within which speedily becomes saturated with those 
vapor~. In all open air roasting convection currents are necessarily 
at work de~sWating and toughening the meat in spite of the bast-
ing, though tempered thereby." 
Burney Yeo, says, (c) ''Roasting.-This method of cooking re-
tains the nutritive juices and the extractives more completely than 
boiling. In order to retain the juices as much as possible the ioint 
should be at first exposed to a strong heat and afterwards cooked 
very slowly. By this method the su~face layers are at once coagu-
1ated, water is evaporated and a sort of crust is formed which 
presents a barrier to the subsequent escape of the juices of the 
meat. The joint is removed to a greater distance from the fire, and 
the lower temperature is allowed to penetrate slowly to the inter-
ior. By this means the albumen and the colored juices of the flesh 
are slowly coagulated. without any great shrinking and hardening 
<>f the musde-fiber...... . . . . . Continual basting with the melted 
:fat is a~ important part of the process, as it tends to diffuse the 
·heat uniformly over the joint and to prevent scorching and too 
gre3:t hardening of the surface. 
''As the surface becomes browned by the influence of a higher 
temperature, several new odorous and sapid substances are de-
veloped, which give to roast meat its characteristic odor e.nd taste. 
If too strong a heat is employed the fat is apt to undergo decom-
position, and fatty acids are developed, attended with the dis-
engagement of volatile products having a most penetrating and 
disagreeable odor, and often proving irritating to the digestive 
organs. If the temperature of the interior of the joint does not 
rise above 130 degrees F., it remains reddish, blood-tinged and 
'underdone' (i. e. rare). For beef, mutton, and game this temper-
ature is sufficient, and gives the tenderest meat and the best 
flavored, but for veal and poultry a higher temperature, 158 degrees. 
-.to 160 degrees F. is needed. 
"The coloring matter of the blood coagulates at this point. If 
(c) Food in Health, and Disease, p. 159. 
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he temperature is allowed to exceed this, the muscular fibre be-
mes hard and tasteless." 
C. Ainsworth Mitchell (d) discusses temperatures reached in 
e ordinary process of c.ooking. He says, "Rupprecht found that 
the ordinary boiling of meat for three-fourths of an hour as in 
ony, the interior temperature was at most 75 degree~ F. The 
terior temperature of a rapidly roasted sausage w~s only 28.1 
egrees C. . Lenckart found that in grilled cutlets and sausages the 
•ighest temperature was 62.5 degrees C. and that of roast pork 75 
egrees C. (From these experiments it follows that many of the 
r:bacteria if present in the interior of flesh would probab~ survive 
~e ordinary processes of cooking). · 
"According to Strohmer an approximate idea of the highest 
ttemperature reached within the interior of the flesh may be formed 
from the appearance of the juice pressed from cooked meat. He 
tates that if this is a turbid liquid the temperature did not exceed 
156 degrees C. If it is clear red, the temperature was probably be-
ttween 50 degrees C. and 60 degrees C., but not exceeding 65 de-
grees C. Between 70 degrees and 72 ·degrees C. the color of the 
JUice changes to brownish red and between 75 degrees and 80 de-
grees C. to yellow. . 
"Kuchenmeister made a number of experiments to determine 
what is the temperature ordinarily reached throughout the whole 
piece during the cooking of various kinds of meat in the ordinary 
way. He gives the following results: Broiled flesh 60 ·degrees C.; 
TOast sausages 62~5 degrees C.; boiled beef 87.5 degrees C.; beef-
teaks-two-grilled 56.3 degrees C. and 57.5 degrees C.; cutlet 62.5 de-
grees C.; roast pork 56 degrees C. 
"The characteristic aromas of roast meat are que to the partial 
carbonization of the meat fiber with the formation of odorous com-
pounds. In roasting and baking the constituents of the flesh are 
retained much more completely than in boiling.'' . 
It is very interesting to find that so early as 1860 an English 
woman, Mrs. Isabella Beeton, was working on the same problem of 
itemperature and had made some very interesting discoveries con-
::cerning it. She says in her book, (e) "In this country plain boil-
ing, roasting, and baking are the usual methods of cooking animal 
food. To explain the philosophy of these simple operations we must 
tadvert to the effects that .are produced by heat on the principal 
:constituents of flesh. When finely chopped mutton or beef is 
(d) Flesh foods, p. 214. 
(e) Household Management, p. 267. 
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stewed for some time in a small quantity of clean water, and then 
subjected to slight pressure the juice of the meat is extracted and 
there is left a white tasteless residue consisting chiefly of muscle 
fibers. When this residue is heated to between 158 degrees and 177 
degrees F. the fioers shrink together and become hard and horny 
The influence of an elevated temperature on the soluble extract of 
flesh is not less remarkable. 
"When the watery infusion which contains all the savory con-
stituents of the meat is gradually heated it soon becomes turbid and 
when the temperature reaches 133 degrees flakes of whitish matter 
separate. These flakes are albumen . . . . . . . When the temper-
ature of the watery extract is raised to 158 degrees the coloring 
matter of the blood coagulates and the liquid which was originally 
tinged red by this substances i~ left perfectly clear and almost 
colorless. 
"The fibers of meat are surrounded by a liquid which contains 
albumen in its soluble state. During the operation of boiling or 
roasting this substance coagulates and thereby _ prevents the con-
traction and hardening of the fibers. The tenderness of well 
cooked meat is consequently proportioned to the amount of albumen 
deposited in its substance. Meat is underdone (rare) when it has 
been heated throughout only to the temperature of coagulating 
albumen. It is thoroughly done when it has been heated through 
its whole mass to the temperature at which the coloring matter of 
blood coagulates; it is overdone when the heat has. been continued 
long enough to harden the fibers." 
Liebig says, "Beef or mutton can not be said to be sufficiently 
roasted until it has acquired throughout the whole mass a temper-
ature of 158 degrees, but poultry may be well cooked when the 
inner parts have attained a temperature of from 130 degrees to 140 
degrees. This depends on the greater amount of blood which beef 
and .mutton contain-the coloring matter of blood n_ot being coagu-
lable under 158 degrees.'' 
Miss Parloa in Home Economics, says, "All meats should be 
cooked as near~y as possible at the simmering temperature.'' 
This has been previously defined as 202 degrees, but she ex-
plains that the temperature must be "higher at first.'' 
Miss Parloa calls attention to the fact that the piece of mea 
should never rest on the bottom of the pan, and also "never b 
basted with the clear hot fat that drops into the pan.'' She says, 
"Always have a little water in the pan to mingle w.ith the dri 
pings." 
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Mrs. Ewing (f) favors a temperature of 450 degrees F. for 
roasting poultry and meats that ha ye not had their outer surfaces 
previously seared. In giving directions for roasting she favors 
searing the meat and then placing it in the oven at a temperature 
of 375 degrees F. She says, "If the oven is not too hot, the meat 
will require no basting. For roasting beef after it has been seared 
fifteen minutes should .be allowed for each inch in thickness, with-
out regard to width or weight. A roast of beef that is three inches 
in thickness will cook rare in three-quarters of an hour. " 
Gilman Thompson (g) calls attention to the fact that roasting 
is the method employed alike by the Australian savage and the 
primitive hunter. ''The evaporation of the water, which con-
tinually passes from the interior of the meat toward the outer sur-
face, produces a loss of heat in the meat itself which keeps the in-
terior from being overheated. If the roasting is long continued, 
the water gradually passes out more and more from the interior of 
the mass, which finally becomes dry . and hardened or burned. If 
too much air surrounds the meat, it is poorly. roasted, dry. and 
leathery, .whereas if the heat is applied more directly by radiation 
from glowing emb~rs, the sudden hardening of the outer coating 
of the meat, even though it be slightly burned. forms a barrier 
against the evaporation of water from the interior . ........... . 
The object of broiling as well as of quick roasting should be to 
raise the interior of the mass promptly to the point of coagulation, 
or about 180 degrees F., so that'the water formed shall not have 
time to wholly evaporate . . . . . . . . . . . . . It should be remembered 
that the evaporation depends upon the extent of tlie surface of the 
meat, and for this reason thinly cut steaks or chops become com-
paratively dry and shriveled in the center. The principle is well 
described by Williams, who says, the smaller the joint to be 
roasted, the higher the temperature to which its surface should be 
exposed, excepting where very large masses of meat are being 
cooked, when it becomes necessary to secure time for the heat to · 
penetrate into the interior without drying up the outside. This 
object is accomplished by constantly basting the surface in order 
to keep it wet and prevent evaporation, for while the surface is 
moistened, its temperature will not rise above the boiling point of 
the liquid which is used to moisten it. Pouring melted fat or butter 
over the meat checks evaporation almost completely, and in the 
case of large joints it prevents the external portions from becoming 
too dry and indigestible before the albumen of the interior has 
(f) Ar of Cooke ry, pp. 48, 49· 
(g) Practica l Dietetics, p. 48. 
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been coagulated. Small lean joints of meat require more frequent 
basting with fat." 
''The roasting of any meat, however, can not be accomplished 
without the effusion of some of the meat juice and the melting of 
a portion of the more superficial fat and of gelatin. These sub-
stances together constitute the meat gravy, which is itself quite 
nutritious and which is advantageously used for basting the meat 
to prevent dryness, as well as to distribute the heat more uniformly 
over the surface. In over-roasted or burned meat the external lay-
ers become scorched or charred, and this is due chiefly to the car-
bonizing of the fat. Before the fat has become fully burned, cer-
tain volatile fatty acids are liberated which have a very disagree-
able odor and various products are developed which not only are of 
no value to nutrition, but which may be pos1tively irritating to the 
alimentary canal." _ 
A critical study of these quotations shows that while these 
authors agree in general upon the points that are the chief factors 
in roasting, the individual methods and results conform to no one 
standard, and that almost without exception no definite statement 
of the conditions has been given. 
It seemed desirable to . apply the test of experiment, under 
known conditions, to these varying statements. The results ob-
tained in these experiments will be discussed in detail later. It 
should be understood t~at the term roasting in these experiments 
does not refer to the method, now obsolete, of exposing the meat to 
radiant heat from glowing coals, but to the modern process of oven 
roasting, also called baking. 
APPARATUS. 
The question of suitable apparatus was an important one. 
Obviously an oven was one of the first essentials. The two already 
in possession of the department were not large enough for some of 
the ex peri men tal work. 
Ovens.-A considerable acquaintance with the ovens on the 
market, and some correspondence with the manufacturers of 
ranges and ovens led to the decision that the way to secure the 
kind of oven needed for the investigation was to have it made to 
order. Emphasis was given to certain points in the plans for the 
construction of the oven, as follows: 
1. Economy of gas. 
2. Insulation to secure a constant temperature. 
3· Devices for regulating and measuring the temperature. 
4· Provision for looking into the oven without opening the doors and thus 
lowering the temperature. • 
5· Convenience and ease in use. 
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The services of some workmen were secured, and after the de-
ys and difficulties that usually attend the propagation of a new 
ea, tangible results appeared in the form of an oven which, 
bile not perfect, is quite satisfactory in regard to the points 
entioned. 
A temperature of 570 degrees F. has been secured. It re-
ins the heat so well. that 30 pounds of meat have been cooked in 
t for twenty minutes at a temperature of 380 degrees when all the 
as was turned off. Furthermore, it is of such a height that it is 
ot necessary to fall on one's knees or bend double to use it. This 
tatement we are sure will appeal to the ordinary housewife whose 
red muscles have been made more tired by stooping over to see 
hat was happening in the oven. 
Three ovens were thus available: 
I. The experimental oven. 
2. The Aladdin oven, for experiments with low temperature. (a) . 
3· The oven of the gas range in the department kitchen. This oven like the 
thers had been so arranged that a thermometer could be inserted in it whenever 
esired. 
Pans.-In the equipment of the department kitchen there were 
number of pans of various shapes and sizes, covered and uncov-
ed, and from former experience it seemed probable that the size 
f the pan and the shape of the bottom might have some influence 
n the results; therefore, a series of experiments was devised to 
termine the influence of these factors. From the collection 9£ 
ans, four, described below, were selected for the first experiment: 
1. A covered oval pan, concave bottom, raised Ys of an inch, dimensions 
fSXI7 ~X3. 
2. A covered rectangular pan, flat bottom, dimensions I4~X9J.l'X4. 
3- A covered rectangular pan, flat bottom, raised }.( of an inch, dimensions 
2x6~ . 
4· A shallow flat-bottom rectangular pan with slanting sides, flat bottom, 
'mensions 8,%x 13. [Experiments.] 
In order to approximate the ordinary drippings, which are -ob-
ined in the roasting of meat, weak beef broth and fat extracted 
om beef suet were used. A definite quantity of each of these 
aterials was put into each pan. The pans were put into the 
ven when it had reached a temperature of 193 degrees C. (380° F.),. 
d this temperature was maintained for one hour. The heating 
as repeated for one hour. In each case the weights were taken 
fore and after heating and the percentage loss was calculated. 
he results are shown in the following tables. 
(a) "Science of Nutrition."-Atkinson. 
' 
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TABLE I. LOSSES IN HEATING DRIPPINGS AT 193c C, 380° F FOR I HOUR IN 
PANS OF DIFFERENT KINDS AND SHAPES. 
Result. 
lb. oz. oz. oz. oz. ~ No liquid remaining, fat light 
6I .o ( colored , particles quite dark. Ia I Oval covered 2 9 .385 .75 9 9 
sa roaster. 
I 
2 9 . 38 5 . 7 5 9 9 ~No liquid, fat, very light color, 61 
· 
0 ( sediment dark golden brown. 
Ib 2 Large braising I ll. 75 I· 7519 
5b pans covered. I ll. 75 5. 75 1 9 
~ No liquid remaining, fat darker 
9.I361.8 ( than in I,sedimentdarkbrown. 
9 _25 62 _7 { ~~~~~~~~~~of 4 samples, sedi 
6 8 { Consid erable liquid, fat very rc 3 Small bra is- I 4.00 5-75 9 -3 43.2 ligh t color. 
zc ing pans cov- I 4.005.75 9 7 .2549 . 1 Small a mountliquid,fatlightcolor 
sc ered. I 4 .00 5. 75 
I 
4-0015-75 
5-75 
1d 4 Flat open 1 
roasting pans. 
9 
9 
9 
S Small amount, little change 
7 · 63 5 I· 7 { from orig ina l col c r fat. 
l Much darker than other sam· 8 . 88 6o. I pies, tinge of black, sediment very m uch blackened. 
9 .oo6r.o S Considerably darkened, not so I (.much as 2,. sediment quite dark. 
TABLE 2. LOSSES ON RE-HEATING PANS AND DRIPPI NGS IN TABLE I, HEAT• 
ED ONE HOUR AT 193° C, 380° F. . 
0 I bl)lll 0 ...,, dJ ' l >==bll~..: 
z ,:::;O..~bil>==>=:bll c . z ~ 0.. )..., bO 0 .!3 >=: c:: • bO'i: .: o ·z .!3 Q) VJ bl)· - >:::: I .... ·- Q) Ctl 
·0. Kind of pan. ·- '0 rn · ;:; ~ <'IS 0.. U rn ci. Kind of pan. · - ..... U1 ·a U1 <'IS o.. u • Q) bll._ 0 Q) 0.. )..., 0 Q)'"C)bO <nQ)o,. 0 
>< ~ ...... c:: <'IS .....1~·- Q) - >< ~ ....... >=: ·;; 0 ..0 ·- ~-
- ~ 0 ·a. 8 ~ -0 ~ ~ o·a.a ....:~ ~~ ~ 
oz. oz. oz. I 0,. I 
.2a 1 Oval covered 5-75 0. I25 2 . I 2C 3 Small cov- 8.00 2 ·375 29·7 
sa roaster. 5 ·75 0. I25 2. I 2a ered braising 7·50 1.75023·3 
sc pans. 7·11 11.000 14.0 
·2b 2 Large cover- 5·63 0. I25 2 .2 
5b ed brais 'g pan. s.so o . I25 2.2 2d 4 Flat open 5.88 0. I25 2.1 
sd roasting pans. 5·75_~~~ 
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TABLE 3· TOTAL LOSS IN TWO HEATINGS, I HdUR EACH AT 193° C, 380°F. 
0 I 1~ ~..o -.... Ebi> ~ ~ ~.. . ~~ ~0 ~en.!:: I O._g 
. Kmd of pan. 1·a:;...., ·a:; l3 'Q) ~ ~ -;;; ....: 
e-1 ~0~'03:=~25 ~ , o r u 
Result. 
oz. oz. oz. 
I a 1 Oval covered 5·75 9 9.125 61.8 Slightly darker than 3· 
sa roaster. 5·75 9 9.125 6I.8 Slightly darker than 3, less dark than 4. 
Ib 2 Large covered 5·75 ·9.12562.7 
~Very dark brown, almost black, se-9 diment. quite black. 
Sb braisers. 5·75 9 9·375 63.5 Quite black throughout. 
IC 3 Small cover- 5·75 9 9· 125 61.8 No liquid remains, fat light brown. 
2a ed braising 5·75 9 9.000 61.0! No liquid remains, fat light brown. 
sc pans. 5·75 9 ~.625 58.4 Fat light brown. 
Id 4 Flat roasting 5·75 9 9.00 61 .ol Dark brown, fat, sediment black. 
Sd pans. 5·75 9 9.00 61.8:Very dark brown. 
Discussion of results: 
Table I. The area of the bottom of the pan influences the amount of evapora-
tion. Therefore, there is a greater loss in the larger pan and also a greater change 
in the color of the fat. 
Table 2. As most of the water had been driven off in the first heating from 
the large pans, the small braiser lost much more in the second heating than the 
large ones because it had much more to lose. 
Table 3· Gives final results for the two beatings. 
Inferences to be drawn: 
1. So far as total losses are concerned, the shape and size of the pan does not 
seem to be of great importance. 
2. So far as color and consequently t_he flavor of the drippings are concerned, 
the area of the bottom of the pan and the shape of it are important. 
3· In the final results as well as in the different experiments, the pan with 
the smaller area gave the lighter colored drippings. 
4. If the whole amount of the drippings was used for gravy, the darkening if 
not excessive might not be undesirable, but because of the number of uses for the 
excessive fat in drippings, it is desirable to avoid the darkening of them. More-
over, authority can be found for the idea that this darkening means that the fat 
was heated to such a temperature as to render it less digestible. 
An attempt to clarify these drippings by the usual methods 
was unsuccessful. There was not sufficient clarification in any 
case to render the fat usable for cooking purposes. 
In the planning for these experiments it was not intended to in-
vestigate the uses for beef suet fat, yet as the question came up for 
discussion some attention was given to it. In order to obtain the 
fat beef suet was extracted by two methods. 
The results are given in the following table: 
i2 
TABLE 4· PERCENTAGE OF FAT EXTRACTED FROM SUET BY TWO 
ORDINARY PRACTICAL METHODS. 
Result. 
0 ...... .:0 ..... ...... . ...... ~ ....; ~ ....; ...... ;:;.., ....... '2 :e I . 
Z Method of 0 ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :9 1 ~ ~ ~ 
ci. extraction. ~ ~ 6 ?: ~ ~ t;..... ~ ~ "d ~ ~ ~ I ~ t: ~ ~ ;> ;;; ~ 0 ;> ~ ~ Q) Q) u ~ o.,u ~ .f i 
----- ---
' I lib. oz. l oz. lib. oz. I I . 
. ~ Somewhat more 
.4a Wtthout w;;tter 3 I. zs 2 8. 87s 82 ·9 $ . IS$ .OS7 l yellow than 2. 
4b With water. .. 3 I.2S Q ' 2 II. 37S 88.o .IS .OS4 Creamy white. 
This table shows that, with little expenditure of time or energy a fat 
was p rocuted at a cost of less than six cents per pound. Baking powder biscuit 
and pastry were made with this fa t and the results were very satisfactory. 
There is no doubt that beef suet fat can sometimes be substituted with advan-
tage for the more expensive fats. 
SELECTION OF SAMPLES. 
The apparatus, including ovens, pans, and thermometers,.hav-
ing been secured and tested, the next" sfep was the selection of sam-
ples to be used in the experiment. The question of the particular 
cut of meat was an important one. As full knowledge as possible 
bf the age, . breed, and method of feeding was most desirab~e, but 
as Professor Mumford's work .was not at that time in progress the 
investigators were obliged to take such meat as could be found in 
the market, which was not a large one. With all the care that 
could be taken, the samples varied greatly in age, quality, fatness, 
and texture. Doubtless this lack of unif!Jrmity detracted from the 
accuracy of the experiment, yet these same conditions and diffi-
'cultfes confront every housewife. She is likely to find that her 
standpoint C:tnd that even .of a very well disposed butcher differ 
widely regarding essentials in meat. 
The fourth rib was selected as being most desirable for the 
purposes of the experiment. As it is the middle one of the seven 
which are used for rib-roasts it has some of the characters of those 
on either side of it. While a one-rib roast is a very small roast it 
was thought that the results obtained in roasting it would be typi-
cal as regards losses, time, and tern perature, of a larR"er roast. 
The question of temperature for any sort of cooking is an im· 
portant one, so also is the time required and the amount of loss in-
volved. 
Authorities a~r'ee quite generally in th~ statement that the; 
meat should be subjected to such a _heat at first as will sear th 
outside of the meat, and so keep in the juices but they differ great-
ly as to the temperature or time required to accomplish that result. 
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TABLE 5. Showing LOSSES IN WEIGHT IN RELATION TO DEGREE OF COOKING AND PER CENT. LOSS. 
.:;.; \ ·~ ~d ~"g 'H~. ....~ '+-<00 ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ Loss in weight. Percent. loss 
Tempera- I I'd 0 ~ P. .:1 ~-< 1> .:1 'd .:1 ·o. Method of cooking. 
tureof oven. <1)0 <li~ .~ ... o -~~ .~ P. ~ ! 6.~ I ~· ~ 1 6. 00 , ~ · s .., s o. Cl> ~ E> d) ~ d)·;:: c; ~-;: s:= ·z e ... ,·;:: ~ ·o e 8 "g 8 "g ~ s..... ~ 8 ~ 'd 8 Q ·o. ~ ::s ~ Q ·s. ~ ::s ----------- ------- -- --~~-'--
min. min. lb. oz . lb. oz. lb. oz. lb. oz. lb. oz, lb. oz. 
Sa Open pan without basting 249°C - 93°C 13 13 3 4. 2 11.5 3.4 8.5 3.61 4.9 16.3 6.9 9.4 
10c Openpanwithoutbas ting " " 13 13 3 7.3 2 14.1 3.1 9.2 3.3, 5.916.6 5.9 10.7 
lOb Open patl without bas ting " " 13 13 3 8.5 2 12.3 3.6 12.2 3.6' 8.6 21.6 6.4 15.2 
17a Open pan without bas ting " " 13 13 3 4.4 2 11.9 4.1 8.5 4.1 4.4 16.2 7.8 8.4 
17b Open pa11 without basting- " " 13 13 3 .9 2 8.1 4.6 8.8 4.6 4.2 17.9 9.41 8.5 29c Open pan without basting " " 13 13 2 9.8 2 4.9 1.1 4.9 1.1 3.8 11.7 2.6 9.1 
29b Open pan without basting " " 13 13 2 8.9
1 
2 2.8
1 
1.4 6.1 1.4 4.7 14.9 3.4 11.5 
-=- 0 P•~ :~::~ ;~:~; ~~:;;~ ~ ;.~:~ _:: ;;;:~ .. ·~~··· :; ; ;; .~! ; ~~I ;j ::: ::: ::' :::: ::: I::: 
' 21a Open pan without bas ting " '' 15 15 3 2.31 2 6.5 1 5.6 ' ll.8 5.6 6.2 23.4 11.1 12.3 22b Open pan without basting " " 15 15 3 2.8 2 g.8 3.Q, 10.0 3.9 6.1 19.7 7.6 12.1 
28a Open pan without basting ! " " 15 15 2 12.61 2 4.5: 2 5 8.1 2.5 5.6 18.1 5.6 12.5 28b Open pan withoutbasting " ' . 15 15 2 10.912 3.5 1 19; 7.4 1.9 5.5 172 4.4 12.8 
-:-,~pe:::r::~~~~~~-~~~-ti:~)~~9~~-~- ~~~~-~ ··;·~--- --~-~- -- ~~ 15.8
1 
~-- -- - ~-) -----~---~ ~ 1::: :::! ::: ~::: :~~3 1 ~~:: 
21b Open pan without bas ting-I-"-___ "_ ~ ~ _3_~,__:_~,~~ ~~ ~~_22 25.5 10.2!15.3 
_ Average .. ..... ..... .... ... -- -- ---~------~ ----- ... ... ________ _ ! __ ______ , ___ :..... ___ 1.... .. ... 13.8 5. 7' 8.1 27.8 11.3 16.5 
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It is a well-known fact that in the process of roasting meat it 
loses considerably in weight. It seemed desirable to determine if 
possible if there was any relation between the degree to which the 
meat was cooked and the loss in weight during the process. For 
this purpose a number of' tests were made with cuts of meat as 
nearly alike as possible--the right and left fourth rib from the 
same animal. 
The method of cooking was the same in all cases, except in re· 
gard to the time element. In the first series the meat was placed 
in the oven when it was at a temperature of ( 249 ° C. ) 480° F. and 
kept at that temperature for 'thirteen minutes, then the temper-
ature was allowed to fall gradually te> ( 193° C.) 380° F. In addi-
tion to the thirteen minutes "allowed for the oven," which were 
supposed to be required for the proper searing and heating of the 
meat, thirteen minutes per pound ~ere given to the meat. 
In the second series the time allowed for the oven was fifteen 
minutes and the same for each pound. Temperature: 249° C. 
(480° F.) for first fifteen minutes then gradually reduced to 1'3° C., 
(380° F.) 
In the third series the j:ime limit was increased in each case 
to twenty minutes, the temperature for the first twenty minutes be-
ing 249 ° C. ( 480° F. ) and then gradually dropping to 193° C. 
( 330° F. ) . 
A glance at the figures of the first series in this table shows 
considerable uniformity in the losses, varying however from 4. 9 oz., 
or 11.7 per cent. to 12.2 oz, or 21.6 per cent., with an average for 
the seven roasts of 16.3 per cent. In other words these roasts lost 
in the process of being roasted about one-sixth of their weight. 
In the second series the los\'es, with a single exception, are 
greater than in the first, varying from 16.3 percent. to 23.4 per-
cent., with an average for the five roasts of 18.9 per cent. These 
roasts then lost one-fifth of their weight. 
In the third series the experiments are too few to draw very 
definite conclusions, but the results are in accord with those of the 
other series. 
The time is five minutes long~r per pound than· in series two 
and the average loss is almost nine per cent. greater. These roasts 
lost more than one-fourth of their weight. It seems evident from 
these figures that there is a relation between the time of cooking 
and the losses incurred and that the longer the time the meat is in 
the oven the greater will be the loss. 
It remains for the chemist to explain the changes which are 
wrought (in the composition of meat) by the cooking of it and to 
account for the losses. 
From the standpoint of the ordinary cook the iosses consist of 
the water which evaporates and the melted fat which falls to the 
bottom of the pan and is known as drippings. 
In this table the actual weight of the drippings was subtracted 
from the total loss in weight and this difference is counted as 
"moisture," meaning the water of the meat which evaporated. 
So many circumstances may modify the amount and color of 
the drippings, such as the condition of the animal, whether fat or 
lean, the influence of different methods of feeding, different breeds, 
etc. that one hesitates to make definite statements concerning any 
relation between the amount of drippings and moisture. From 
these figures it would appear that the increase in loss, presumably 
due b increase in time, \Vas divided about equally between the 
drippings and moisture. 
Certain other physical changes accompany the loss of water in 
the roasting of meats. If the .temperature be sufficiently high the 
outside becomes brown or gray, while the interior of the piece of 
.meat and its juice retain the bright red color. If the high temper-
ature has been continued a sufficient length of time the interior of 
the meat and its juice also lose their red color--the former becom-
ing gray or brown and the latter colorless or slightly yellow. This 
colorless 'juice by contact with the brown surface of the roast may 
become brown in color. 
The different degrees in the cooking of meats are distinguished 
by the terms '·rare" and "well done." There is a degree between 
these two extremes, not easy to distinguish, when the outer muscles 
only are gray, the center of the roast being slightly pink. This 
degree is called medium. The juice is less in quantity than in rare 
meat and may be either a darker red or only tinged with color. 
From the notes kept on the experiments we learn that of series 
one Sa was juicy, rare and with a considerable amount of red iuice. 
10 a and b. Both samples cooked to about the same degree of 
rareness; considerable quantity of red juice. Practically the same 
statement is made in regard to the rareness of the other samples 
of this series, all of whicli were cooked thirteen minutes. 
In reference to the second series the following observations are 
made: 
8 b. Medium; fat nicely browned; small quantity of red juice. 
21 a. Outside nicely browned; center well done; mere tinge of color; trace of 
pink in juice. ' 
22 b. Flesh medium. 
l.o 
TABLE 6. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF PANS, OF SAME SHAPE B U T OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES, UPON LOSSES IN WEIGHT, AND PERCENT. LOSS. 
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cooking known as "medium.'' Twenty minutes to the oven, and 
twenty minutes per pound g ives that degree known as ''well done.'' 
This table then shows that the time element is an important 
one both as regards the degree of cooking and the losses incurred 
in the process. · 
SIZE OF p ANS . 
In testing the utensils when the expriments were made with 
the pans and the drippings, the results seemed to show that the 
most important factor to be considered was the surface area of the 
pan. Moreover that the influence of the pan was . shown in the 
color of the drippings rather than in the loss. In most cases the 
larger pan had the darker drippings. 
It seemed worth while to make some experiments with the 
rectangular pans, where the chief difference was op.e of area of 
bottom. For this purpose a series of four tests were made using the 
small and large braiser. Table 6 gives the results of these tests. 
These results seem to be negative rather than positive. If 
the average of the four in the small braiser be taken it will be found 
that the average loss is 16.1 percent., and of the large braiser 17.5 
percent. The averag-e of the drippings taken in the same way 
shows a loss in the small braiser of 5. 8 percent. and in the large 
braiser 5.5! so this difference is practically nothing. The average 
of the moisture is 10.~ percent. for the small braiser and 12 per-
cent. for the large braiser. 
Possibly this result might be interpreted to accord with the 
previ0us one made with the pans which indicated that the evapora-
tion was greater in the larg-er pan. The notes made on the meat 
show practically no differf:!nce in its condition, but the statement is 
made in almost every case that the drippings are lighter colored in 
the small than in the large braiser. 
CLOSED AND OPE N pANS. 
The next experiments were ·undertaken to determine if the 
closed pan would influence the results as regards either losses or 
appearance. The statement is sometimes made that by cooking in 
a cJosed pan the juices of the meat are better retained and the 
losses much lessened. Table 7 shows the results obtained in three 
tests. The pan used was an oval-shaped one with a concave 
bottom. 
Discussion of results: 
In the previous experiments when fifteen minutes. were allowed 
for the oven the same amount was gi yen to each pound, and the 
TABLE 7. LOSSES IN WEIGHT IN COOKING MEAT IN OVAL COVERED ROASTING PAN, AND PER CENT. LOSS. 
~ . ~.0 ..... 1>.. ..... c · . . . 1 Percentage 
0 o c o c o-o . o cv ~ ~ rn Loss 111 wetght. loss. z -<I) - :::1 .... o;j c .._.,!ld I> bD 
d . - Tempera- '@ ~ '@ 8, ..tl ~ ~ ..tl ~ o ?; .:l , 
. Metho of cookuJg. tureof oven bD o bD bDo.. .....; I , riJ .... .....; I, mi.!. ~ · s s s & ·a3 ~ ~ ·a3 ~ ~ ·a3 ·t' ~ ·~ ~ ·~ e ~ ·~ ~ ·~ e ~ 8-g f;"g B: e ..... !S: e~ !S:-o 8 ~ ·o. ~ ::s 8 1A·a ~ ::s 
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15d Covered pan without basting 249°C - 193°C 15 8 2 7.8 2 2.1 3 5.7 3. 2 7 14.3, 7.5 6.8 
• seared in pan on top of range for5 min. therefore high temperature in oven was not used at the beginning 
of the roasting. 
**249°C was maintained during the 15 min. allowed to oven. 
TABLE 8. LOSSES IN WEIGHT IN COOKING A SMALL ROAST AT A CONTSTANT HIGH TEMPERATURE, 
AND PERCENT LOSS. 
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cent., while the average in the closed pan at the fifteen minute r..ate 
is 24.6 percent. 
' Doubtless the difference in losses between 15 d. and the other 
two tests is due to difference in the time allowed per pound. 
The following notes are made in reference to the appearance of 
the meat and juice: 
8 c. Dry; tough; fat somewhat brown; lean gray; no pink color 
in meat; well done; juice, very scanty; no red color. Drippings 
rather good brown; considerable amount of juice1 dark brown. 
15 c. Outside g-ray looking; not well browned; im~ide well done; 
no pink color; considerable amount of juice; no red color. Drip-
pings, fat light brown; considerable amount of watery juice. 
15 d. Outside gray and unattractive; center well done; some 
faintly red juice; not satisfactory as regards either flavor or appear-
ance. Drippings good brown; small amount of juice. 
It would appear from these results that at ·least four inferences 
can be drawn with reference to the use of the closed pan. 
1. The total losses are greater than in the open pan. 
2. The appearance of the meat is less attractive, as it does 
not brown well in the closed pan and when browned outside lo~ses 
color on subsequent cooking. 
3. The meat is cooked to a greater degree in the closed pan 
in fifteen minutes than in an. open pan. 
4. A larger percentage of the losses is found in these drip-
pings than was the case in the other experiments. This is ac-
counted for by the fact that in the open pan tbe drippings are 
almost water free, while in the closed pan considerable water re-
mains in the drippings. · 
As the results in the closed pan were not satisfactory in regard 
to flavor and appearance, in addition to the fact that the losses were 
greater, the open pan was used in the remaining experiments. 
TEM PERATURES. 
Some data having been secured concerning the time element in 
relation to losses in roasting it was decided to try the effect of dif-
ferent temperatures, which vf course necessitated a change in the 
time per pound. As the temperature was to be high and constant 
no time was allowed to oven. 
Table 8 gives the result of two such tests. 
Discussion: 
The results of these two tests are not comparable because both 
time and temperature differ. It was an attempt to put into practice 
the suggestion that a small roast should be cooked at a very high 
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tetqperature for a short time. The losses are not so important in 
this case as the condition of the roast at the end of the process. 
In 11 a. the meat was nicely browned on the outside but the center 
was very rare,-so much so that it was almost inedible. There 
was a considerable amount of red juice. The drippings were 
rather dark brown. 
In 12 a., both the time and temperature were increased be-
cause of the results in the p~eceding test. The oven was kept at 
2fi0° C. (500° F.,) and sixteen minutes allowed to the pound. 
The outside was a very nice brown, but the center was still 
considerably underdone. There was a deep layer of grayish brown, 
very well done meat. Part of the outer layer was inclined to be 
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8tringy and dark in color. So the results seemed to show that with 
the high temperature there is a danger that the outside may be 
overdone while the center is too rare. Even allowing sixteen min-
utes to t~e pound, the results were not so satisfactory as those ob-
tained with a lower temperature for a longer time. 
One more experiment was made with the high temperatures. 
In this case an attempt was made to find if the results would be dif-
ferent if the highest temperature was used at the end instead of 
at the beginning of the roasting. 
Table 9 shows the results and a compari~on is made with five 
experiments in which the conditions are the same except that the 
high temperature was used at the beginning of the roasting. 
In 11 b., the outside slices though nicely br<?wned were rare 
and the center very rare. This result would seem to indicate that 
the higher temperature is more effective if used at the beginning 
of the process; for in the five experiments in which it was so used 
for the same time the meat was not too rare. 
Continuing the study of temperature in relation to losses, the 
next work was with. medium temperatures. Three tests were made 
and the results are tabulated in Table 10. 
Discussion: 
As shown by the figures the total loss in all three cases is low, 
-only about one-eighth of the weight. The meat however was 
very rare and as shown in Table 5, this fact alone would influence 
the amount of loss. The time per pound is much greater than in 
any previous experiment. 
In 13 b. fifteen minutes were allowed for searing at 215.5° C. 
(420° F.,) and then twenty-two minutes were allowed to the pound 
at 160° C. (320° F.). It was found that 215.5° C .. is not sufficient 
for searing and browning. The outer dark layer was very thin, 
the center quite rare. The meat seemed very juicy throughout. 
The juice bad considerable red color. The amount of the drip-
pings was very small, and the fat light colored without juice. 
In 18 b. the temperature was constant except for the last five 
minutes, when the meat was seared under the gas broiler. When 
removed from ·the Aladdin it was gray looking, but seared to light 
brown. The center was evenly rare. Much juice and small 
amount of drippings. 
ln. 12 b. fifteen minutes were allowed to the oven at 204 o C., 
(401 o F .,) and then the cooking w~s continued at the long time of 
31 minutes to the pound at 160° C. (320 ° F.). The results were not 
appetizing. The outside of the meat was dark but not brown. 
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The center was under-done. The meat was pink to the outer 
brown layer which was very thin. 
Inferences: 
1. A higher temperature than 215° C., (420° F . , ) is required 
to sear the meat, give it an attractive exterior and develop flavor. 
2. Meat cooked at so low a temperature as 160° C. (320 ° F. ) 
retains its juices. 
3. The amount of the drippings is small, partly because the 
fat does not cook out at so low a temperature and partly because 
the center was underdone, so the juices had not been driven out. 
So much is said in cook-books in favor of the low temperature 
and the longer time as factors in developing flavor that it ·was de-
cided to try temperatures using the Aladdin oven at a low tem-
perature for a long time. 
As roast .meat seems lacking in one of its essentials when not 
browned on the outside and as it was known that the low tempera-
ture would not sear it, it was decided in these experiments to try 
TABLE 11. LoSSES IN WEIGHT IN MEAT COOKED AT LOW TEMPERATURE AND PERCE NT LOSS . 
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a 
16a1 
--------·---------
15 47 2 15.12 10.4 2.9 4.7 2.9 1.8 10. 6.1 3.9 
a 
16b 1 ---------- - ----- -- 15 47 3 :u 4 14. 4.6 4. 1 4.6 1.5 8. 5.1 4.9 
Average . ... --------- ------ ------ == ==1=-==·== ----s.11~ ~ ----u3 ~ ---:u 
b I 
142 --- ----------- --- 83° C - 51 4 13.6 2 10. 1.6 3.6 1.61 2. 7.9 3.5 4.4 
20b ---------- ----- --- b --~ 3 9.33 5.9 ~~~~ ~~~ ~ 
Average ..... ·------ ------------ ....... . ------ - ......... 3 .5 1. 71 1.7 6.9 3.4 3.5 
18a3 -------- - .. .... 83°C : 51 4. 5.6 2 1,8 1.5 3.8 1.51 2.3 10.1 3.9 6.2 
20a3 _________________ 83°C ~ 3 11.8 3 5.5 ~ ~ ~ _ 3_. 10.5 ~ _5_. 
__ Average .... 1 .:.:..:..:.:..:~.:..:.:..:..:.. _ _ .:..:.:..:..:...:..:.:..:..:...:..:.:..:..:.. _=1~~  10.3 ~~ 
Average of 8 experiments ...... .. : ... .......... .... ... ..... .. . :......... 5.11 2.7 2.4 9.9 5.21 4.7 
1. Seared in gas range 15 min. at 249oC before putting into Aladdin oven. 
2. Seared in pan on top of range for 5 min. b efore putting into Aladdin oven. 
3. Seared under gas b roiler 5 min. after taking from Aladdin oven . 
different methods of searing in combination with the low tempera-
ture. 
The experiments were conducted in three series. In the first 
series the meat was seared in the gas range for 15 minutes at a 
temperature of 249° C. ( 480°f.) before it was put into the Aladdin 
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oven. In the second series the meat was put into a hot pan on top 
of the range and kept there for five minutes with frequent turnings 
to insure the searing of the outer surface before it was put into the 
Aladdin oven. In the third series the searing process was left to . 
the end of the roasting and then accomplished by putting the meat 
under the gas broiler for five minutes. In all cases the temperature 
of the Aladdin oven was 83° C. (182° F.) The results of these ex-
periments are given in Table 11. 
Discussion: 
So far as losses are concerned the average is very small, 9. 9 
percent., which means that the meat lost only about one-tenth of 
its weight. In the second series in which the searing was done on 
top of the stove there was the least loss, 6. 9 per cent., or about 
one-fourteenth of the weight. While the losses are important to 
the cook, the appearance of the meat, its flavor, and juices ar~ 
equally important. 
It is interesting .to compare the notes made on these different 
series when the e_xperiments were in progress. Of J 3 a. it is re-
corded, "Outside very dark brown, j~icy, and plump in appearance. 
Inside very evenly cooked throughout. Good degree of rareness to 
the very edge. Lacks somewhat in savoriness, but meat flavor and 
juices well retained." 
Of 15 a, first series the notes say, "Outside fairly well browned. 
Meat medium throughout." 
Of 16 a and b, first series it is recorded, "Outside of both gray 
looking, plump and juicy. Very evenly cooked inside, rare 
throughout." 
Of the secon.d series, 14 and 20 b., it is recorded that HThe out-
side is quite a good brown, the center rare, the meat evenly cooked, . 
and juicy, but that the outer or seared portion is tough." 
Of the third series, 18a and 20a, it is recorded that "The out-
side is ,a good brown and attractive. The center is very rare, 
the meat juicy, and the outer layer not tough as in series 2. 
Inferences: 
In series 1 a difference of four minutes per pound, 47-51 min-
. utes, gav,e results differing in the degree of cooking from "rare'' 
to medium. 
In the other two series a rate of 51 minutes to the pound left 
the meat "rare." This is ·probably to be traced to the different 
methods of searing. 
In the first series the meat was not only seared but thoroughly , 
heated to the center by the high temperature of the gas range. 
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'the center doubtless retained much of this heat even when the 
meat was transferred to the Aladdin oven. 
In the second series where the searing was done on top of the 
stove it is possible that the heat did not penetrate to the interior to 
the same degree as in series 1. 
In the third series the extreme rareness of both samples shows 
that a temperature of 83°C.(182°F.) even with fifty-one minutes to 
the pound was not sufficient to cook the inside. Neither was this 
accomplished by putting it under the gas broiler for five minutes 
at the end of the process. Doubtless the small amount of loss is 
due to the fact that the proces~ was so far from complete. 
It would seem from these tests that the best results in searing 
were obtained when it was done in a hot oven and at the beginning 
of the process. 
In the second test when it was done on top of the range 
a tough crust was formed on the outside of the meat and a some-
what similar result was obtained by searing the meat under the 
gas broiler at the end of the roasting. 
SUMM ARY ON TEM PERATURE OF O V EN. 
1. In the fourteen experiments in which this factor was con-
sidered, there is quite a range of temperatures varying from 260° 
C., (500°F .) to S3 ~C . ( 182°F.) The total loss also varies from 20.6 
percent. to 5.9 percent., or less than one-sixteenth of the weight. 
2. In general the higher the temperature the greater the loss. 
3. A temperature of not less than 249°C. , (480°F. ) was re-
quired for the formation of osmazome and the development of the 
flavors in the meat. 
4. While meat cooked in the Aladdin oven was very evenly 
cooked throughout and the juices were well retained in the meat, 
the savoriness and flavor produced by the higher temperature were 
lacking. Moreover even when the meat was seared before cooking 
1n the Aladdin oven it did not retain' this appearance but came from 
the oven gray and unattractive. If browned at the end of the pro-
cess the outside became tough and seemed to have the char-
acteristics of over-cooked albumen emphasized. 
5. A very high temperature, 260°C., (500°F. ) for a short time 
is likely to leave the outside layer overdone and the center too rare 
for use. 
It is a source of much regret to the investigators that they are 
not prepared at this time to give results of tests of the temperature 
of the interior of the meat. Considerable work of that kind has 
been done in connection with these experiments but the results are 
not ready for publication. 
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presentable for the table unshapely pieces of meat, and lightening 
the work of the carver, though some people feel that the removal 
of the bone detracts from the flavor and juiciness. As no work has 
been done with the subject of basting and its influence it was de-
decided to combine these tests in so far as possible. The experi-
ments were made in pairs, one rib being basted and the other not 
basted. The results are given in Table 12. 
Discussion: 
One hesitates to make inference from results that are either 
negative or contradictory. For example, these figures- show that 
both the highest and the lowe~t percentage of loss belong to the 
basted meat. One basted short rib having lost 27.3 per cent., 
and one rolled basted rib 13.1 per cent. In the general average the 
short ribs lost most, and the rolled ribs least. Again, comparing 
the different series the figures show that the basted lost least in 
two of these series. It seemed to the investigators that pa.rt of the 
difference in losses was due to the manipulation of the meat. For 
instance the small amount of loss in the rolled db may be partly 
due to the fact that in rolling the fat is kept on the outside and 
the shape of the roll helps it to retain in its folds liquid that 
exudes. 
So far as the flavor and savoriness were concerned, the evidence 
was decidedly against the rolled rib. In every case the rolled rib 
showed the effects of careless handling in that i~ had the flavor of 
the meat block. As this was not true of any of the other pieces of 
meat, all of which came from the same place, it seems fair to infer 
that this risk is to be considered. 
In regard to the savoriness and additional flavor supposed to 
be given by basting the inve~tigators can only say that while 
a very active imagination· might in one case have detected _a slight 
difference in savoriness in favor . of the basted piece, on the whole 
there was practically no difference in that respect. It seemed to 
them that while basting may be useful in very large roasts it is 
quite unnecessary and valueless in small ones. . 
Only. one thing can be said definitely concerning the difference 
in results between the basted and unbasted meat; viz., the basted 
was always the more rare of the two, when they were cooked un-
der exactly the same conditions except for basting. Evidently the 
temperature of the piece was lowered by putting the fat on it from 
time to time. 
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CoMPARISON oF CuTs. 
As great difficulty was experienced in securing the correspond-
ing ribs from the same animal, one test was made to find the differ-
ence in losses between the third and ~ourth rib. 
The results are tabulated in Table 13. Of course no deduc-
tions can be made from a single experiment. 
TABLE 14 . AMOUNTS OF EDIBLE MEAT, EXCESSIVE FAT AND BONE IN 3D AND 4TH RIBS FROM 
SA ME ANIMAL. 
Weight of Weight of Wt. of exWcet
5
•
5
o
1
.vfe Wt. of 
Exp. R ib meat ready for meat taken from edible bone. Percent. 
No. No. ~~ oven. meat. ~--- -:;:;~~--;-
lb. I oz. lb . I oz. lb . I oz. lb. I oz. lb. I oz. n~~t \ ~~~: I Bone. 
~ -. 3-2-1 ~ 2- lloA -1- -ur=-14.8=- /9.6 ~ ,. 11.J
1
22.7 
16b 4 3 2.1 2 14. 2 3 ·· ···· 1.9 -~---· 9.1 76. 4.1 19.9 
In these experiments, for obvious reasons, little has been said 
concerning but the one factor of the economic sid~ of the meat 
question, i. e., losses in cooking. Incidentally some interesting 
facts have been gathered in reference to a few cuts. In order that 
these results might be made available they have been tabulated and 
will be given later. Table 15 contains some f~cts and figures witfi 
reference to the cost of the standing and short rib. In a small roast 
it is somewhat of a question whether to buy the Hstanding rib," 
which is practically all of the rib, or tlle short rib,-the part re-
maining after the flank end has been cut from the standing rib. 
The rib end averaging one pound· is not a ery desirable piece be-
cause so large a part of it is bone. (See Table 15) . While rib 
ends may be used for soup stock or brai~ed, in a small roast there 
is not enough of it for ·either purpose. 
In the market from which the meat for these experiments was 
obtained the standing rib cost 12 Yz cents per pound and the short 
rib 15 cents per pound, while the rib end aloQe was sold. for 10 cents . 
per pound. 
Discussion: 
This table shows, in an average of ten experiments, that 
three-fourths the weight of the standing rib is found in the short 
rib. Apparently from this table the question to be answered is, 
Shall I pay 47 cents and. get exactly what I want, or 52 cents 
and get one pound more, a large part of which is bone, for which I 
have no particular use and which needs to be cooked in quite a dif-
ferent way from the rest of the roast to be palatable? 
It is to be remembered that this is not a discussion of the use 
of ·rib ends in any large numbers; that is quite a different problem. 
It may be suggested in this connection that the rib should· be boned 
and rolled. It does not change the character of the meat of the 
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TABLE 15. COST ' OF STANDING RIB, SHORT RIB, AND RIB ENDS. 
lb. oz. 
Weight of I Weight of I Per Per sf~:Ji~f I Cost o! I Cost of rib 
short rib. rib end. cent ce:'lt rib at g Cost <?f ~ost of short nb[ ends. 
I 
sh?rt nb 12%c short nb. nb ends. at 15c By-
1 
At lOc 
lb. oz. lb. oz. nb. end. lb 1 per lb. d ' ff lb per , 1 • per . 
g;- --4- 4~ --3- --4- --1- ~ 76.2 23.8 -$~ -$-.40 -$-.13-1$-:49!$ .04 -I $~ 
b 3 14Ys 2 14% 1 I ~ 74.1 25.9 .50 .37 .13 .45 .05 I .10 
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d 4 I X 2 15X 1 2 72.6 27.4 .50 .37 .13 I .45 .05 .10 
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Exp. standing rib. 
No. 
1 
lOa 4 7Ys 3 7~ 1 I % 76.4 23.6 .56 .43 .13 
1
. .53 .03 I .10 
b 4 7Ys 3 8% 14% 76. 24. .56 .43 .13 .53 .03 .10 
lla 4 11Ys 3 8% 1 3~ 74.4 25.6 .60 .44 .16 .53 .07 .12 
b 4 I 13Ys 3 7 1 I 6% 70.5 29.5 .60 .43 .17 .53 .07 .15 
12a 3 1% 2 6Ys 10% 78.6 21.4 .38 .30 .08 , .37 .01 .o·, 
b 3 I 7% 2 I llYs 11% 79.2 20.8 .44 .35 .09 I .42 .02 I .07 
~~-4- 2%1_ 3_ -2 _l_ l_ o- 175.3 Z4,71--.52,- A0 --.1-2-,-·A-71--:04- -~ 
N 
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rib end. to bone and roll it, though it may impf6v€ lt§ appearance. 
It is to be remembered that in these exp·~~ments the rolled rib 
showed the effects of careless handling in the :filavor of the meat. 
Discussion: 
It appears from these figures that the percetda:ge of meat is 
a little higher in the short rib than in the rolled standing rib. 
The removal of the bone raised the cost of boneless meat in the 
short rib to 19.6 cents per pound and the standing rib to 16·.7 cents 
per pound, practically a gain of 4~ cents per pound in each case. 
In the final cost of the cooked meat the advantage seems to be with 
the rolled standing rib as its cost is 19.6 cents per pound, and that 
of the short rib 23.8. 
TABLE 17. PERCENTAGE OF BONE IN STANDING RIB AND NET COST PER POUND OF , 
THE BONED ROLLED ROAST, COOKED AND UNCOOKED. 
Weight of n r . ht f W . ht f . <1) I o . Weight ofl ........ ~ 
t d . vv e1g o e1g o - ....- bll ....-,..,....; ~ ..o k d ..... o ..o E s an mg ll d .b b v ~ ~ ctS • r:: '"' o . 'i: coo e Ul "i: 
xp. rib. ro . e n . one. ::::: :S ~ i5 ~ g ~ u ::9 '"d meat. 8 ..ci .-d 
No. o :... :... <1) o 8 ~ v :... ~ - '"d <1) ~ ~::..a ..c: Z - v:...~-3 lb. oz. .lb. oz. lb. oz. .......
1 
<1) <t: u ~ 2 lb. oz. lz <1) c; o 
~ O..:...U 
------ ---- - -- - --- ---- - -- ----- ---- ----- -- ----
24a 3 11. 9 2 13.9 I4. 76.6 23.4$ .so $ .174 2 9· $ .I9S 
:Z4b 3 IS- 9 3 -3 rs .6 7S.6 24-4 .so .I6S 2 7 -81 .198 
25a 3 4-S 2 9·9 10.6 79.8- 2o.2 -43 .163 2 3-4 . 194 
2Sb 3 5. 4 2 9. 3 12. I 77.3 22.7 . 42 . 164 2 2. 3 . 195 
p:;- --3- -9 .. 4 - -2- 12.4 ----1 ;;_-n~l;-;-.7 - . 46z -.-r671_2_ 5-.6 ~--. r;;6 
The question of butchers' trimmings, kitchen wastes, and losses 
in cooking are all important to the housewife. In many reported 
cases the butchers' trimmings are excessive. Of course they vary 
greatly with the k1nd of cut. In these experiments they seemed 
small to the investigators. 
Table 18 gives the results in twenty-one roasts. 
Discussion: 
In these 2l roasts averaging three pounds each, the average 
11>\lt\~.her's trimmings was one-fourth pound per roast. In other 
,ww,~, 63 pounds of meat were received for the 67 }{. pounds pur-
cha.&~<;l. The amount of meat then left with the butcher was 47{. 
. popn~ .• or 6.3 per cent. of the total amount purchased. The total 
_ amo]4p,t paid for the meat was $10.02. At the rate of 15 cents a 
pouQ.,d ;the money value of the meat left with the butcher was 64 . 
. cents. ~~s no meat was sold in that market for less than 10 cents 
. a p~~~Q. - ~3 cents probably represents their value more correctly. 
The ~y;e~;;tge net price a pound for the meat received was 15.9 
, cents,__ ~o 1 ~1h.e butcher's trimmings added . 9 cents a pound to the 
. tota~ ,.<;:.9~~ 9f ~he meat. 
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TABLE I8. AMOUNT OF BUTCHER'S TRIMMINGS AND NET COST PER POUND OF 
SHORT RIB ROASTS, COOKED AND U NCOOKED. 
!Weight of Weight of Weight of
1 ~-~ ~ • 
E short rib short rib butcher's j2 ..c s::: ~ "2 
xp. I received. charged. trimmings 5 .8 ·a g ~ 
No. ' !-J_E 6 6 ro 
lb I I I cc ·- ~ -5 
Weight of :e 
cooked o~ ..O 
short rib. t; Q) : 
0 ~ GJ 
. oz. b. oz. b. oz . p.. ...... ~ 
I 0 
ugo. lb. oz. u 
--- -.,---- - -- - ------- - ----- -----
I3a 
b 
T otal 
I4 
I Sa 
ISb 
ISC 
ISd 
Total 
I6a 
I6b 
Total 
17a 
I7b 
I7C 
I7d 
2Ia 
2Ib 
26a 
26b 
28a 
28b 
22a 
22b 
4 . I 
! 1:n 
2 I2 . I 
2 5-4 
2 2 . 4 
8 
3 
2 
9 
2 
7 .8, 
I I. 7 IO 
~ 
3 
3 
2 
2 
10 
3 
~ 
I 5. I I 
2. I 
I. 2 6 
4-4 
·9 
s.6 
2.8 
I3-7 I2 
2.3 
s.8 
8. I 
I2.3 
9· 
6 
II 
8 
I2 
3 
3 
7 5 ·3 7 I2 
2 
2 
5 
3 
3 
6 
I2.6 I 
10.9 ' 
7 . sl 5 I2 1 
Total I 62 
t8 . 'I __2_-~ 1 _ _ ?_, !: __ ---
~-~ -~;-- 1 ~}_-; · ,--~ Av. I 2 
s.6 
2.4 
IS-3 
6.8 
' 
2.3 
3- 9 
' 6 .7 
4-5 
4 -4 
4. 3 $ I . 20 $ . I 57 
s.o -45 .rs6 
3 
3 
6 
2 
1.00 
6. 5 
-97 
9 ·5 1.80 
3·6 1.00 
5-4 I. IS 
4-9 .8s 
5·2 I.OO 
: 2 
I 
1 .163 
I 
2 
7 
2 
2 I 
.I6 5 
2 
2 
2 
I 
. I64 9 
2 
·I 54 
.I57 
.I55 
. IS3 
2 
4 
2 
2 
5 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
5 
3 -9 1o.o2 I 52 
---- ------ --~---
3 . 4 I 6. 3 . 476 . T 58 2 
8 .9 
3-3 
I2 .2 $ 
IO. 
5-I 
I4. 6 
10. I 
2 . I 
IS- 9 
I0 .4 
14. 
8.4 
II. 9 
8. I 
r.8 
I4 .8 
4.6 
6.s 
8.6 
I5.I 
II .8 
10.5 
6.3 
4·5 
3·5 
8. 
10 . 
8.8 
2.8 
3-3 
7.8 
. I76 
. I7I 
. 20 
' 
. 193 
. 201 
.208 
. rff9 
• IQZ 
. 193 
The 62 pounds of meat weighed when cooked 52;i pounds, so 
the loss in cooking was 10 pounds and 12 oz., or about i of the 
weight of the meat as received. The average cost of the cooked 
meat a pound 19.2 cents,--an increase of four cents a pound ovel 
the original co£t. 
This closes the record of the experiments. The investigaton 
realize that it is only a beginning and that it is not safe to dra1 
large conclusions from so s·mall an amount of data. So man. 
questions of particular interest to the housewife, such as seasonitq 
and development of flavors have been · only incidentally touch~ 
upon. 
If the publication of these results shall provoke helpful dis 
cussion and stimulate int_erest, they will have served their purpose 
